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if the account of the battle at heshbon in the book of joshua is representative
of the biblical account, it would seem that the majority of the battle had been
fought by israelites. this is evident from the account of the battle and from
the fact that the people of ammon were made to depart from the jordan. in
the battle, the amorites were defeated, with the deaths of both the king and
his army (josh. 13:23-27). the israelites then marched back into canaan,
carrying a large booty of livestock and goods and returning to their homes
(josh. 13:28-29). in fact, a 2005 research paper co-authored by dr. patrick
mcgovern, a leading american scholar of ancient cuisine, suggested that the
first evidence of humans in the middle east was not the everest of human
history, but the excavated oldowan site in kanjera, eritrea. the paper found
that the earliest known human food was prepared from the skeletal remains
of wild sheep, goats, and gazelles at oldowan sites in africa. the hyaena (a
large, omnivorous carnivore) is the oldest known tool-using animal. hominids
(human ancestors) likely were out hunting. just as likely, they were
scavenging on oldowan kills. the izapa site in ecuador might be an even older
site, but the heshbon site is the only one associated with the israelite
conquest. it seems more than likely that the first human inhabitants of the
middle east practiced hunter-gatherers and scavengers. the remains of the
first known urban settlement in the region have been found there. it is
surrounded by stone walls and has a large, unexcavated mound, suggesting
that it had a high status. it may be that this site was the city of heshbon.
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Heshbon

the rabbis developed an elaborate plan to encourage people to spend time in
this time of preparation by building events that represent the progression of

the counting. as we enter the heshbon hanefesh, the first of these stages
begins. each day is broken down into two minutes of prayer, followed by a

five-minute period of reflection. the heshbon hanefesh consists of eight
stages, each representing a year of life, and each with its own corresponding
task. the first stage, the heshbon hanefesh or heshbon hanefesh is the first

stage in this progression. the first two minutes of prayer, which is held in the
morning, include an extensive reading from the book of mishlei, the good

man outwits the evil man (proverbs 2:11-19), and the second minute consists
of a lengthy meditation on the following verses of the shema, the words of

the shema are: hear, o israel: the lord our god, the lord is one. and you shall
love the lord your god with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all

your might. deut. 6:4-5 a second stage of the heshbon hanefesh begins at the
two-minute mark in the afternoon, when each member of the family brings
their own personal objects and recites a brief statement, such as what is
important to them in life. the household then engages in a three-minute
discussion of the items brought forward. at the two-minute mark in the

evening, each member of the family offers a short reflection, the third and
final stage of the heshbon hanefesh. the family then gathers together to pray

a fourth and final prayer. 5ec8ef588b
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